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TINA
In the 1980s Margaret Thatcher made the
notorious statement ‘There is no alternative’ (‘TINA’ for short), which is often coupled with another famous declaration by
the former British Prime Minister, ‘There is
no such thing as society. There are individual men and women, and there are families’.
TINA is a project initiated by Olivia Plender that will take the
form of a touring group exhibition, a seminar and eventually a
publication (co-edited with Kim Einarsson). The exhibition
begins at The Drawing Room, in the east end of London, less
than a mile from London’s financial district, known as ‘the
City’. Using this locality as a starting point, the aim of the
project is to challenge the clearly hegemonic intent of Thatcher’s statement ‘TINA’ and examine the contradictory relationship between capitalism and the idea of liberty from a historical perspective. Working in a wide range of media, from
performance and film to text and drawing, the artists in the
exhibition will explore how the 1980s renewal of the puritan
creed of individualism has subsequently permeated all corners of everyday experience and social relations, from the
global banking system to cultural production and the narration of history.
‘Future historians may well look upon the years 1978 –
80 as a revolutionary turning point in the world’s social and
economic history’, states anthropologist David Harvey in
the introduction to his book A Brief History of Neo-Liberalism. The causes that he goes on to cite, in chronological order, are Deng Xiaoping taking the first steps towards liberalization of China’s communist ruled economy in 1978, Paul
Volcker taking command of the US federal reserve and Margaret Thatcher’s election as British Prime Minister in 1979
followed by Ronald Reagan as President of the United States
in 1980.
During this brief two-year period neo-liberalism, a previously marginal economic doctrine (known in the nineteenth
century as laissez-faire), shifted from the wings to centre
stage. Henceforth, according to Thatcher and Reagan, the
role of government was to be strictly limited to protecting private property, free markets and free trade, heralding a new
era of individualism. The ideas of Milton Friedman replaced
Keynesian economic theory, which in the West had created
the climate for the historic compromise between capitalism
and communism in the twentieth century that was social democracy. Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in the
1980s, as has been well documented in Harvey’s book and
elsewhere, believers in free market capitalism had cause for
celebration, whilst the underlying meaning of Thatcher’s ‘TINA’
would appear to have been fulfilled.
The phrase ‘the individual’ in its modern sense dates from
the late sixteenth to early seventeenth century, following the
Protestant Reformation. In England ‘City doctrine’, as the puritan ethic of self-help and individualism was then termed,
began to spread throughout society (as more of the country was
brought into a single market) and was subsequently exported
around the world as England began to pursue a policy of colonial expansion in America, India and elsewhere.
Today ‘the City’ is home to both the Bank of England and
the London Stock Exchange, financial institutions that were
created by the Dutch Protestant William of Orange, following
the ‘bloodless’ Glorious Revolution of 1688. As the new King
he oversaw both the birth of parliamentary democracy and
the importation of the Dutch system of a national public debt.
With the new financial innovations, long-term bonds could
easily be bought and sold and for the first time it was possible
for the government to raise large sums, with ‘imaginary money’ (a seventeenth century name for credit) kick-starting the
age of empire building.
Amongst the many changes that have occurred as a result
of the more recent ‘revolutionary turning point’, in the UK we
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Melanie Gilligan
Melanie Gilligan is an artist and writer based in London. For
TINA she will present a performance titled Prairial, Year 215
a dramatic dialogue exploring the aesthetics of politics, the
politics of aesthetics and the political economy of both. The
inherently theatrical character of modern representational
democracy is dissected (like a corpse), then reanimated by a
shot of Rancièrean partage. Counterposing the French Revolution (financial bubble and great art) to the current hedge
fund revolution (financial bubble and great artmarket), the
sensible is redistributed, but there is still not enough to go
round.
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Ciprian Muresan
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Petra Bauer
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throughout the Soviet Empire under communism, these images represent members of the communist youth movement

‘Prairial, Year 215’, a performance by Melanie Gilligan

cut adrift in the fragmented society of Romania today.

As part of the second phase of TINA, at the Hatton Gallery in
Newcastle, Petra Bauer will develop and update her performative lecture Deleted Swedish Stories, in which she argues

Anja Kirschner

that societies are to a large extent constructed on information
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example, the disappearance of a scene from the Swedish film

linked to the construction of the 2012 Olympic Park, the film
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The missing footage focuses on the ideological reason as to
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why the Algerian National Liberation Front used violence dur-
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pany importing it removed the scene. Bauer discusses how

dealing with the legendary eighteenth century criminal Jack
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part of a final work, indicating the development of a systemic
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relationship between workshop and prison cell, bourgeois
home and gallows.

Olivia Plender
Olivia Plender will present Set Sail for the Levant a board
game inspired by the 16th century Royal Game of the Goose.

Ciprian Muresan, ‘Pioneer’, 2005 –2008, lithograph, 29 x 21 cm. Courtesy Kontainer Gallery, Los Angeles

This social satire reflects the fortunes and misfortunes of the
commoner through the centuries: players face the various perils and opportunities that come their way in their historical

to seek education, money and land in order to make a fortune

Goldin+Senneby

journey, from agrarian society to the cities of the Industrial

and win a social position. However, despite the players attempts

Goldin+Senneby will present Gone Offshore the latest instal-

Revolution and post industrial society structured around a

to organize their labour power into unions and incite a revolu-

ment of an ongoing investigation into an offshore company

knowledge economy. Equipped with dice, cards and counters,

tion, they are repeatedly forced into debt by the banking sys-

incorporated in the Bahamas called Headless Ltd. as well as

the commoners are initially expelled from their land by enclo-

tem and so ultimately the game is impossible to win without

Acéphale (Headless), a secret society founded by George Bataille

sures and forced to migrate to the city. The aim of the game is

resorting to criminality.

in Paris in the late 1930s. As they explore how the juridical
construction of offshore financial centres can be seen as performative acts of fictionalising place and staging realms of invisibility, Goldin+Senneby feed their sinister findings to a novelist based in Spain whom they have never met. John Barlow,
who is writing a docu-fictional murder-mystery novel based on
their investigation, will be making his first public appearance
in the UK on behalf of the artists at the exhibition’s opening in
London. He will describe his recent trip to the Bahamas in order to look for Headless Ltd.

Anja Kirschner, ‘Baumuster, weiss auf schwarz, No.10’, 21 x 29.7 cm,
white pencil and paintmarker on black paper. Courtesy Hollybush
Gardens, London

Directions: Old Street then buses 55 or 243 or Liverpool Street Station
then buses 149, 26 or 242
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